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ABSTRACT

This report describes a program involving the analysis of Explosive
* Ordnance Di, xal (EOD) operational procedures and mission requirements,

evaluates the o),puts of the analysis, and develops technical data presentation
principles within unique and influencial constraints peculiar to EOD activities.
A numbe, of analytical tools were employed during the analysis phase of the
program: 1) Mission Profiles and Function Flow Block Diagrams were used
to display mission paths and the use of existing technical data during a mission,
2) Task and Skill Analyses were used to provide a profile of the EOD techni-
cian; and 3) Operational Sequence Diagrams (in ordinal time) were used to
reflect man-machine facility interface during a mission.. The analyses put out
two bas~c requirements: 1) the need for clear, concise, and unambiguous data
presented in a format that is technician-oriented with respect to the size of the
material, the ease and speed of data assimilation and reduced memory and yet
portraying all material relevant to successfully affecting the EOD mission; and
2) the need for a format inat is easily stored and can be rapidly retrieved from
a data file. Conclusions reached underscore the need for in depth, job task
analysis as a prerequisite for successfully meeting these requirements. This
report presents the analyses, conclusions from the analyses, and a specifica-
tion guideline for the preparation of EOD Job Guides.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION V

1. GENERAL

1.1 This document presents practic.-1 guidelines for the preparation of

Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Job-Oriented Guides. The guidelines andt.pccifications .contained in this volume are intended to provide botn sequential 4

instructional data to enable qualified EOD personnel to identify, render safe

and dispose of explosive ordnance and chemical, biological, and radiological

agents that constitute a hazard to operations, installations, personnel or

materials. and sufficiently detailed ordnance operational data to permit EOD

personnel to program procedures as demanded ty the unique event. The

instruct-ons that follow are general only to the extent as to permit alterations

to fit a specific piece, type,or model of ordnance or agent. This is a pro-

posed guideline and specification and should be field-tested before accepted

for general use.

2. APPROACH

2.1 As a basic premise, Job Guides are to be regarded as a "tool" to be

used by technicians in the handling of hard-,are systems. The efficiency of

any tool is predicated uron its interchangeability or versatility, and these

attributes are obtained in greatest measure primarily through standardi-

zation. The more that standardization can be applied to data tools, the

more efficient they will be. Eve-y part of the proposed EOD Job Guide is

standardized.

2.2 The concept underlying the development ,. ZQOD Job Guides is the pre-

sentation of the data in a confined format containing all necessary information.

excluding all extraneous material,and simplified to permit familiarity. The

format and content, outlined in detail in Section !I, displays the data in three

general elements: Preiiminary Information, Render Safe Procedure,,,and

Disposal Procedures. In the deveiorment program, simplifications of data

presentation have been engineered according to rigorous Human Factors

S~I'I
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criteria. For exarnple. a format was selected that could he stringently

confined, s- as to permit the desired degree of standardization. the type of

illustrations have been used that meet the specific requirements of EOD pro-

cedures; ani the number of cailouts on an illustration is limited, thereby re-

ducing :he technician's memory load.

2.3 A furtber example of scientific standardization in the Job Guides is the

verb list. (Refer to Section VI.) Verbs are the action in the language of the

techrical manuals. Verb diction allows simple instructioes and -C' as th

fulcrum of performance accuracy. In the genesis of these guidelines. everx--

comn'uaicaLiv-e element of the technical manual was examined relative to svs-

tern requirements. The resulting list was analyzed by USAF EOij -,-rsonnel

who were requested Lo rank the verbs in order of meaningfulness. In this

;nanner, technical writers are provided with a highly refined reference for the

formatting of EOD data as job Aides.

3. PROC4D7UR E

There are two major fiinritions xcn tod w'ith nie,,elprment of a Job

Guide: Plannirng and Writing. They are of equai importance in producing a

quality product. However, the planning iunction will normally require more

analysis and synthesis than the writing function.

3. 1 Inputs to the planning function will vary as a consequence of design (e.g.,

ne\: systems versus existing systems). The outpu. of this function will alwayv.

be 'he same. With this pi'ocess, the writing function becomes more

"automatic" which, among other things, allows more consistent quality Pad

production control.

3. 2 The planning portion of the major development functions is divided into

two basic sub-functions: Establishing the Data Base, outlined in detail in

Section III, and Job Guide Development, outlined in Section iII.

4. QUALITY CONTROL

4.1 Compliance with quality control and review procedures outlined in Sections

III and V is maniatory. Failure to adhere to quality control/validation pro-

cedures outlined in the above sections cuuld constitute a hazard to life and/or

equipment.
1 -2



SECTION II

ESTABLISHING THE DATA BASE

1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 The purpose of this function is manifold and vital to the complete and

accurate generation of the EOD technical data set. Because ordnance is a

gross term that can be associated with a wide spectrum of hardware; from

a simple cartridge round to a highly-sophisticated system, the establishment

of z configuration control system is essential. The Job Guide writer and

planner, by establishing a data base, will have created a Job Guide prep-

aration tool to assist in the preparation of the material within two basic

constraints:

(a) Distinct format boundaries which must be adhered to.

(b) Interchangeability of ordnance subsystems and/or end items that,

when assembled according to mission requirements, can make up

a diversified group of weapons, different in arming and firing

methods, but all within an ordnance family (or set).

1.2 The ordnance family, or sets described above, can be best exemplified

by a general purpose bomb series. The warhead (or major ordnance) is a

hardware subsystem without a fuzing system. The fuzing system can consist

of a variety of nose fuzes, tail fuzes, and combinations thereof. Until a

fuzing system is installed in the warhead, an explosive weapon, capable of

detonating at a pre-determined time or under pre-determined conditions,

does not exist. Technical data covering the warhead and the installed

fuzing system as a specific entity does not, in most cases, exist, hence

the Job Guide writer/planner must review the EOD technical library,

establish data base matrices, and reduce the combinations of ordnance to

specific entities.

1.3 By developing the data base matrices, certain beneficial outputs are

achieved:

2-1



(a) A specific entity for the ordnanC', systenis is established.

(b) Redundancy of data preparation tasks is reduced or removed.

(c) The most current source of reference material is displayed.

(d) A data (configuration) management program is in effect.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF EOD JOB GUIDE(S) BASELINE USING END-ITEM

MATRICES

The development of the data base matrix must be viewed as a multi-

tiered set of documents.

2. 1 First-Tier Matrix

The first tier is the geneiation of a top-level matrix that displays

ordnance 'families' against existing ordnance series. Two types of entries

are possible in the matrix cell. The first type is the letter 'E' (Entity).

This designates an existing system or ordnance article that does not inter-

face with an ordnance subsystem. The second type of entry is the letter 'N'

(Non-entity) that requires installation in, or accepts the installation of.

another ordnance article or subsystem. By generating this first-tier (top

level) matrix, existing ordnance entities have been identified and the baseline

for the second tier matrix has been established. Table I is a sample

first-tier matrix.

2.2 Second-Tier Matrix

Developing the second-tier matrices requires several steps: I) analyze

existing technical data library, 2) establish orcdnauct etAiL L, k! iit fiLCation,

and 3) introduce Job Guide control numbers. The generation of material

and the matrix cell entries associated with these steps will exhibit an

organized data base foundation, partitions with the ordnance families and

series, and all areas of commonality and/or similarity of significant value

to the Job Guide development program.
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Table 1. Sample First-Tier Matrix

ORDNANCE SERIES

~ON-
ORDNANCE L, I

FAMILY "0 -

~i

B O M B S ES

BOMB FUZESI

PROJECTILES

PROJECTILE FUZES

GUIDED MISSILES

ROCKETS

ROCKET FUZES

GRENADES

LAND MINES

PYROTECHNICS

CARTRIDGES

CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES

CLANDESTINE' DEVICES

NAVAl, MINES

NA\ Al MINE C()MPONEN'IS

TOI I'1DOES

"TOR{PEDO) COMPON EN TS

DEPThI ('11ARGE'S

SO)ND SIGNALS'

MARKERS

MISCELLANEOUS EXPLOSIVES

LEGENDI

E - Existing Ordnance Entity

N - Non-Entity- _ equires in-
stallation in or accepts in-
station of another ordnance
article or subsystem.

'3. 3



2.2.21 The first step in the development of the second-tier matrices is to

analyze the existing technical data library to establish a cross-reference
document that displays all references to a specific ordnance system, sub-

system and article. This document, shown as an example in Table II is

the basis for the first of a series of cell entries in the formal matrix.

2.2.2 The second step is the establishnment of ordnance entities (i. e., bomb-

to-fuze-to-fin, rocket-to-fuze, etc.). These first cell entries in the formal

matrix establish the configuration baseline for a specific ordnance. An

example of the matrix, developed through the second step, is shown in

Table III.

2.2.3 The third step is the introduction of Job Guide control numbers.

This step is comprised of two sub-steps:

(a) Analyze the second step cell entries, establish those areas of

commonalities and/or similaritie4 and rank the order in which

the Job Guides should be prepared.

(b) Assign Job Guide control numbers according to the applicable

ordnance family.

2.2.3.1 The essential key to the effectiveness of the matrix is the manner

in which the data is presented (input). The columnar information must be

consistent in that the contents are easily retrievable thus enabling the Job

Guide writer/planner to extract (output) areas of interest. In this regard,

it is recommended that a general matrix, common to all types of ordnance,

not be used. Table III represents a matrix format applicable to general

bomb groups. Analysis (outlined in paragraph 2.2.1) will provide sufficient

information to the writer/planner to enable him to realistically partition the

ordnance types into matrix groups. Cnce the matrix group partitioning is

accomplished, the assignnient of the Job Guide control numbers can be

affected. Table IV shows a recommended Job Guide Control number

prefix letter. Table V shows an example of a typical second-tier matrix

providing all elements necessary to effectively perform the mission for

which it was intended.
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Table II. Sample Technical Data Cross References

OncPrimary T.O. (or Supportive SOrdnance Remarks

_ _ _Data Control No.) T.O.(s)

MK81, Mod 0 Bomb T.O. lIA-2-50-1 T.O. 11A-4-603

MKab Fuze T.O. 11A-4-60-3

MKabcd Fuze T.O. 11A-4-60-5 interchangeabie
with N bK fuze

ab

TabkAb, 'll. Matrix Format for 13cmb .',rrwps

Major
Ordnancc. Fuzing NoS( 'I ail lrtcrna] Fin

(Warhead) systell, n FuZ- Fuz, F"uzc Configuration

M1,J;I MKxxx Mod 0 MKab MKcd ""_MKp

MI.\8I Mivyy" Mod 0 MIK ) k Ml,:ccd MKp

M E, I MKxxx Mod 0 Steel MKCd MKp
Plug_

-2 - 5



Table IV. Job Guide Control Number Prefixes

JOB GUIDE

ORDNANCE TYPE PREFLX LETTER(S)

BOMBS B

PROJECTILES P

GUIDED MISSILES GM

ROCKETS R

GRENADES G

LAND MINES LM

PYROTECHNICS PT

CARTRIDGES C

CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES CAD

CLANDESTINE DEVICES DC

NAVAL MINES NM

NAVAL MINE COMPONENTS NMC

TORPEDOES T

TORPEDO COMPONENTS TC

DEPTH CHARGES DC

SOUND SIGNALS SS

MARKERS M

MISCELLANEOUS EXPLOSIVES ME
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Table V. Sample Second-Tier Matrix

Major kin
Job Guide Ordnance Fuzing Nose Tail internal Configur-

Control No. (Warhead) System Fuze Fuze Fuze ation

B81000 MK81 MKxxx Mod 0 MKab MKcd MKp

B81001 MK81 MKvyv Mod 0 MKbb MK cd MKp

B81002 MK81 MKxxx Mod 0 Steel MKcd MKp
Plug

2-7
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SECTION III

JOB GUIDE DEVELOPMENT

1. GENERALi

1. 1 To ensure a quality product, a considerable amount of analysis (planning)

is required before actually writing each activity. This analysis consumes the

majority of procedure development time. The purpose of the planning function

is to establish the detailed requirements so the writing activi2:ies will fit its

intended use.

1.2 Because procedures could be written to the EOD specifications when

ordnance is under development -- as well as after a system has been

acquired by the Air Force -- planning is discussed for both types. In either

case, though, the planning outputs must contain the same information. The

following paragraphs treat the inputs needed and functions performed by the

planner, and the outputs developed for the writing function.

2. INPUTS TO PLANNER

2.1 Three inputs are required regardless of whether the system is under

development or is presently in existence. The first is the data base which

the writing nnust cover. The second is the set of assumptions about the

know)edge of the us(e f,0,r woni E01)) ,loh Gui de. are to) he written. The third

is: the as surn(. capability\ of the user.

2. 2 Under current .jSAF training, it can be a•;sumed the EIOD technician

knows the following: basic characteristicsý of the ordnance in question,

general safety information, the need lor an a.curate ana fast job, and the

proper selection of common tools, for use on the job.

2.3 Inputs for Planning an Extant Ordnance

Planning should be done by collecting all the task and pictorial infor-

mation for all activities related to the ordnance from the manuals, drawings,

etc., already in existence. This creates the data base.
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2. 4 Inputs for Planning a Development Ordnance

Writing activities for ordnance under development requires the same

information as indicated above, although the form and source of the

information will differ.

Inputs to the planner, design documents, must contain the data as

follow s:

(a) A list of the tasks for each activity per ordnance stating:

(1) The item, subassembly, or subsystem on which the technician

works during each task.

(2) Location of technician per task.

(3) Time requirements related to operation or detonation of

ordnance.

(4) The sequence of tasks.

(5) Notes, Cautions or Warnings specific to a task called out prior

to the task.

(6) Supplije; required per task per technician: quantity, name and

number.

(7) Special tools: tools and equipment needed per task per

technician; quantity, name and number.

(b) Functional drawings of the ordnance ,ystcr'm Fsiimoing \Nell-defined

input and output states between function,, v ,ith regard to information,

material, energy flow and any relations;hips to other components or

subsystems.

(c) For each ordnance system: data showing location and configuration

of each end item, access for removal of components, the

interruption of the firing train, and conditions under which tasks

must be performed.

(d) Identification of all removable components or sub-tystems

identification of all components which are mounted or connected

across or within systems.

3- ?



(e) Identification of any material necessitating special handling.

(f) Complete pictorial information, as found in F-ngineering drawings,

artist's renderings, photographs or mock-ups of component

systems.

3. PLANNING PROCESS

3.1 Extant Systems (See Figure 3-1)

3.1.1 When planning actually begins, the impact of the different input forms

for the developing and existing system becomes clear. The following is a

brief breakdown of the planning function for ian existing system. Figure 3-1

presents a detailed Function Flow Logic Diagram (FFLD) illustrating the job

Guide development for extant systems.

(a) Using the data base, assemble all relevant data on the ordnance.

Group any available pictorials with the tasks the:-, support. It is

recommended that the planning of each system begin with the

Preliminary Information section of an activity.

(b) Become familiar with the T.O. procedures and the equipment

involved.

(c) Organize the data into the following segments: the Preliminary

Information section; the Render Safe Procedures section; and,

finally the Disposal Procedures.

(d) Interview senior technicians to determine how the activities should

really be performed to be i;ith safe and at the step level (as against

til task level). Validate what i, cuile6 u i thW T.(c). as n-cc"cd,

such as preparation and equipment needed.

(e) Assemble the data into a planning package. This package shall be

used as guidelines to write the activity by the technical writer.

Check that all data required (e.g.. toolb, supplies, location of

primary components, etc.) are included.

3-3
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Figure 3-1. Functional Flow Logic Diagram (FFLD) -job Guide Development

for Extant Systems.
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(f) Prepare the technical material, constantly keeping in mind the

capability ant" knowledge of the using technician. This is best

accemplished by the writer imagining himself as the technician,

always considering the user's needs.

3.2 Systems Being Developed

The following is a brief breakdown of the planning function for a system

being developed. Figure 3-2 presents a detailed function flow logic diagram

illustrating the Job Guide development for newly developed systems.

(a) Using the design documents, assemble all relevant data on the

ordnance. Group all available technical drawings with the tasks

they support.

(b) Become familiar with the procedures and equipment involved.

(c) Organize the data into the following segments: Preliminary

Information; Render Safe Procedures; and, finally, the Disposal

Procedures.

(d) interview design engineers so planned procedures can be validated

for technical accuracy.

(e) Interview cognizant EOD technicians so planning procedures can be

validated for practicality.

(f) Assemble the data into a pianning package. This package shall be

used as guidelines to write the activity by the technical writer.

Check that all data required, by the writer, are present (e.g.,

tools, supplies, location of primary components, etc.).

4. PLANNING CHECKLIST

4. 1 Before beginning any writing on a system for which all planning has been

accomplished, perform the following:

(a) Check to see that all activities that were to have been planned have

been planned.

3-5
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(u) Check that uniformity exists across components within the system

as reflected in planning the packages.

(c) Check also that Notes, Cautions, and Warnings are consistent across

activities where identical situations or tasks exist.

(d) Check all Render Safe activities to determine that the output condi-

tions specified therein direct the technician to the correct

Disposal P-ocedures.

4.2 Once these cross-checks have been made between activites for the

system, planning packages for an entire system for all activities may be

released for writing.

5. PLANNING OUTPUTS

5. 1 Although the outputs of the planning function may be inferred from the

previous discussion, P separate treatment of each output is in order. As

noted previously, man, commonalities exist across functions, for both the

planning inputs and the planning process. This is equally true of outputs.

5.2 While the outputs are described below, their form is not treated in any

special way. Outputs are listed generally in the order in which one might be

exposed to them as he reviews an activity package.

(a) Part identification.

(b) Tools and equipment lists and identifying numbers.

(c) Supplies (expendable, consumable items).

(d) Summary of ordnance operation information.

(e) Location --f main work area during activity.

(f) Notes, Cautions, or Warnings applicable to the entire activity which

will be placed in the input conditions.

(g) Step-by-step procedures an(- pictorial information.

3-7



(h) If activity is segmented, as some Render Safe and Disposal

Procedure activities can be, the procedures should be produced

in blocks coinciding with each segment.

(i) Output conditions for each activity as required. There shall never

be an output condition from Disposal Procedures.

3-8



SECTION IV

PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS

1. GENERAL

1. 1 This section establishes the recuirements for the format, content, and

preparation requirements of EGD Job Guides. The instructions that follow

define a divisionalized format that is applicable to any type of ordnance

article, ordnance system,or hazardous agent. The content of each Job Guide

will vary in accordance with the instructional material required to provide the

appropriate data, however, the intended scope and level of coverage shall be

fulfilled. The requirements outlined in this section stipulate Human Factored

boundaries which,when adhered to, will provide highly standardized

documentation.

1. 2 Prior, to preparing data, in accordance with the requirements outlined

in this section, it is mandatory that the technical writer have complete

familiarity with the procedures and instructions outlined in Sections Il1, IV,

N, and VI.

2. SPECIFICATION PRIORITY

2.1 This specification provides the modification requirements of WS12755

and those specifications or standards forming a part of WS12755 for:

(a) Data presentation format

(b) Basic characteristics of text

(c) Writing style

(d) Content of technical data

(e) Preparation of reproducible copy

2.2 These modifications specifically define the changes to implement the EOD

Job Guides. These requirements also apply to changes and revisions. Where
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the requirements specified in the referenced documents conflict with the

requirements cited herein, the requirements of this specification shall apply

when EOD Job Guides have been specified.

3. FORMAT

Note: The following material in this sub-section(Format) must be viewed

as essentially preliminary data. This is necessary due to con-

clusions from analysis (discussed in Volume I and summarized in

Volume II of this report) revealing the need for additional EOD data

usage studies.

3.1 General

The format of each EOD Job Guide shall consist of three basic divisions:

Preliminary Infornma tion, Render Safe Procedures, and Disposal Procedures.

With the exception of the Preliminary Information section, the divisions relate

to specific EOD activities required during a mission. The format specified

herein reflects independent and discrete boundaries between the activities/

divisions.

3.2 Arrangement

The material, consistent with the th-ce basic divisions, shall be

arranged to be reproduced jr, pocket size booklet form. Thc booklet form is,

designed to accept thc required instructional data regardless of the length

(or brevity) of the material. The ma,,tcrial shall be arranged as exemplifie("

in Figure 4--1. 'Yhe division of the material from page-to• page ,,hail reflect

good judgment aL ot where text separations should taLke piace. )f 'at all

possible the separations shall occur between major activities. ,eparationsL

shall never occur within a step. Notes, Cautions, and Warnings shall be on the

same page unit as the text or pictorial to which they refer. Text shall always

be on the same page unit as the pictoriLl to which the text is associated.

During the writing phase, as well as serving as a quality control instrunment,

the technical writer shall adhere to the quality control guidelines established

in Section V and the planning checklist in Section IV.
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3. 2. 1 The length or brevity of the Job Guide will be in direct proportion to

the material required to cover the ordnance article or agent. Thus,occa-

sions will arise when the data will consume an odd number of page units,

Figure 4-3 shows the various ways in which data segmentation and the use of

page units shall be affected.

3. 2. 2 For purposes of printing/reproduction, the reproducible material

shall be prepared in folio form. An example of this is shown in Figure 4-3.

BC %%. II

CC

Figure 4-2. Folio Format for Reproducible Copy

3. 3 Page Sizes and Content

The following dimensional information and the sizes of type and

illustrative material, outlined in paragraph 3. 4, are for the final, reproduced
size. The size of the working material is not directed by this specifica-

tion; however, the dimensional requirements for pages, text and illustrations

for the final size are mandatory.
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3.3.1 Cover. The cover shall contain thy, elements shown and be placed

according to the dimensions outlined in Figure 4-4.

3.3.2 Internal Pages. Internal pages shall comply with those dimensions

shown in Figure 4-5. Internal pages include the inside folds of the cover.

3.3.3 Placement of material shall apply. as appropriate, to Figure 4-4 and

4-5.

3.4 Preparation of Reproducible Cpy.

3.4.1 Text. The text material shall be prepared in a gothic type face that,

when reproduced in final size, is a minimum of 9 point. The placement and

indenture of the text shall be in accordance with Figure 4-5.

4.3.2 Cautions and Warnings. Cautions and Warnings shall be surrounded

by a printed border constructed as shown in Figure 4-5.

3.4.3. 1 The pictorial shall be limited to only the equipment upon which the

actions in the text segment refer, plus its immediate surroundings to aliok

a technician to clearly identify the equipment item of concern.

3.4.3. 2 Callouts or identifiers on pictorialk shall I)( limited to seven, with a

leader line connecting thw nomenclature to thl( cor,,ct point on tie illustration.

The callouts or identifier:: shill he limited i,, oiI hose used in the inm tructions

on the- lacing page. Cailouts shall be . gothi, - typ. rice that, \ hen reproduced

in final size, is a minimum of 12 point.

3.4.3.3 Directional arrows .;hall be used to help the reader orient himself

with resp(ct to the illustration.

3.4.3.4 All numerical tolerances will be repeated on the illustration in list

form in an area of the illustration which will not affect the readability of the

identifiers or callouts.

3.5 Reproduction

3.5. 1 Photolith Negatives/Photo Di-ect.
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3.5.1.1 The requirements of MIL-M-38784 are applicable except as specified

herein.

3.5.1. 1.1 The photolith negatives for covers shall be no less than 8-3/4

inches, nor no more tnan 9 inches wide by no less than 10-3/4 inches, nor no

more than I1 inches high.

3.5.1.2.1 The photolith negatives for internal pages shall be no less than 8

inches nor no n:•-o- ',han 8-1/4 inches -Nie by, no ]ess than 10 inches wide nor

no more than 10-1/4 inches high.

3.5. 1.3 Photo Direct. For reasons of economy on limited distribution of

printed matter, the photo direct process of offset plate making may be used.

Authority for use of this process shall be issued by the procuring agency.

Prior to photo direct plate making, one complete set of negatives shall be

produced and stored for insurance purposes.

3.5.2 Printing

3.5.2.1 Printing on the material, referenced in 3.5.3, shall be accomplished

using an ink substance that cannot be penetrated by water, greases, and other

nonacid chemicals.

Note: Firm recommendations for the ink material can be made after

sufficient studies have been completed.

3.5.3 Material. The cover and internal page(s) shall be printed on white,

water-repellant stock, of sufficient weight to withstand exposure to adverse

elements and abusive treatment.

Note: Firm recommendations regarding specific materials can be made after

sufficient studies have been completed.

3.5.4 Binding. The binding of the internal pages to the cover shall be done

by the most suitable and convenient means. Stapling or saddle-sticking is

considered appropriate.
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4. PROCEDURE CONTENT

4. 1 Preliminary Information Content

4.1.1 The primary purpose of this section is to provide information and

instructions to ensure that EOD personnel shall:

(a) Be alert to all hazardous or potentially-hazardous conditions.

(b) Positively identify the ordnance or agent involved.

(c) Be aware of the devastative power and range of the ordnance on

which he is working.

(d) Have a complete listing of the special tools, equipment, and supplies

required to safely and timely perform the Render Safe and Disposal

Procedures.

4.1.2 Hazardous Conditions

4. 1. 2. 1 Because certain types of ordnance are capable ul being armed by

various fuzing mechanisms and that these ordnance and fuzing mechanisms

can be visually similar, a clear, concise, and accurate warning, alerting

EOD personnel of this possibility, shall preface any other form of instructional

material in the Job Guide.

4.1.3 Identification

4.1.3.1 Information for the identification of the ordnance or agent shall be

written in clear, concise, and unambiguous terms, and shall contain

illustrative material that will enable EOD personnel to positively identify

the ordnance or agent involved. Examples of the type(s) of information

required are descriptive text and illustrations showing:

(a) Dimensions relating to length, width, diameter, fin configuration,

etc., or any container or shape characteristics that would assist

in identification.
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(b) Markings and painting data such as basic color descriptions.

color and locations of identifying bands, stripes, etc., and the

description and location of identifying marks, and stenciled

nomenclature or decals.

(c) Features and fittings data such as description and location of such

details. as hoisting lugs, nose windows, extended probes, etc.

(d) Fuze characteristics, such as the pressure of arming vanes, pressure

probes, ram air fan blades, etc.

(e) The operational characteristics of the ordnance such as the firing

train order, its' methods of operation and, if applicable, the

various stages of arming, firing, and detonation.

4. 1. 4 There shall be an illustration in the Preliminary Inform tion section.

This illustration shall depict those elements critical to the identification

requirements. The illustration shall be so constructed as to show all

identifying characteristics and dimensions. Line drawings are preferred to

photographs.

4. 2 Render Safe Procedures Content

4.2.1 Information for the Render Safe Procedures shall be written in clear,

concise, and unambigous terms. The information shall be completely self-

contained without references to other sections of the Job Guide or to other

publications. The information shall contain:

(a) All safety precautions which must be adhered to.

(b) Procedures for the use of special tools required to render the

ordnance safe.

(c) Underscored and capitalized referencc3 to all time or distance

requirements (e.g., "After fuze has been removed, WAIT 5

MINUTES to make certain that firing train has positively been

interrupted'or"MAINTAIN 100 FOOT DISTANCE until burning has

been completed').
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Note: If copy in which time or distance requirements are called

out as a caution or warning, the entire statement will be
capitalized. Refer to paragraph 3.4.2.

(d'o Dimensional and location information such as the exact placement

of remote chisels against the main charge case, the exact position

of a particular ram-air fan blade and the exact attitude (pref-

erable in degrees) of an extended fuze arm or probe.

(e) The identification of, and procedures for, the removal of Lhose

parts requiring attention or handling during the render safe activity.

This includes parts not associated directly with the firing train but

require action4 such as removal, rotation, and safety-wiring, etc..

as part of the overall task.

(f) Specific step-by-step instructions for the interruption of the firing

train (e.g., what to do, how to do it, and where to perform the

action).

(g) Specific instructions for the removal of disarmed or safetied comp

onents or' subassemblies (e. g., what to do, how to do it, and where

to perform the actions).

(h) Specific procedures for the separated, safetied components or

subassemblies.

4.2.2 There shall be an illustration(s) in the Render Safe Procedures section.

This illustration shall depict those elements critical to the procedure. The

use of cutaway and exploded views is recommended. Wiring diagrams shall

be included when the knowledge of signal flow is critical to the procedure.

4. 3 Disposal Procedures Content

4.3.1 Information for the Disposal Procedures shall be written in clear,

concise, and unambigous terms. The information shall be completely self-

contained. There shall not be references to other portions of the Job Guide

or to any other related publication. The information shall contain:

(a) All safety precautions which must bc adhered to.
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(b) Procedures for the use of special equipment required to hoist,

carry, or in -ny manner transport or munipulate the ordnance.

(c) Procedures (including the locations o! hooks, cables, or lines) for

the hoisting and handling of the ordnance.

(d) Environmental information in which the ordnance must be

destroyed.

(c) Procedures for destruction of the ordnance.

4.3.2 There shall be an illustration in the Disposal Procedures section if,

during the procedure, the requirement for and the use of demolition tools,

procedures, and methods cannot be clearly defined by the use of descriptive

text.

5. PROCEDURE WRITING

5.1 Introduction to Writing

5. 1. 1 To have utility, the EFOD 3o,1' Guirk' no:s, ,,fct the specific information

requirements of the user. The format developed and presented here is the

result of substantial analysis and research.

5.1.2 The EOD Job Guide format utilizes the inherent relative advantages of

text and illustrations to optimally communicate the procedures. In considering

a technician, one must realize that he knows the general characteristics of the

ordnance and what it looks like. Information about what the technician is to

do to the equipment is presented in the text.

5.1.3 The following section explains the major principles of information

presentation which form the basis for the EOD Job Guide format. These

must be understood before the writer can effectively prepare the Job Guides.

5.2 Requirements of Information Presentation

5.2.1 There are several requirements the Job Guide is to satisfy. The

principles cn which these requirements were based are presented below:
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(a) Effect the applicable procedure, without errors, by the technician.

(b) Effect the procedures in the fastest possible time.

(c) Provide sufficiently detailed operation for the ordnance to permit

the EOD technician to structure the applicable Render Safe/

Disposal) procedure demanded by events and/or conditions.

5.2.. T�r fulfll these requirement- recesgitatps the production of procedures

and data which:

(a) Are unambiguous,

(b) Are easily understood by the technician as to intent,

(c) Recognize the man's present knowledge and capability,

(d) Allow for the physical conditions under which he must operate.

5.2.3 The writer accompiishes this with some difficulty. It requires that he

cnnstantly keep in mind the capability and knowledge of the technician. To

perform effectively, the writer must imagine himself as the technician and

consider his needs.

5.2.4 With respect to minimizing the time to perform the tasks, several

considerations are important. Two factors contribute to time on the. job over

which the job guide can exercisc control. One of these is, the time required to

read the text and lcok at the illustrations.

5.2.5 The second factor over which limited control may be exerted is the time

for moving from one work place to another. One of the inputs contributed by

planning is an optimum sequence of tasks according to location to minimize

such movement, thereby reducing time required to do the job.

5.2.6 The writer must edeavor to be as concise as possible, yet convey

sufficient explicit information necessary to perform 'he task. Portray as much

as possible of the total information in the pictorial for the jobs or portions of

jobs for simple ýasks; information is extracted much faster from pictorials.
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5.2.7 As noted in paragraph 6-3, a task is comprised of up to three steps.
Each step is an instruction for a discrete unit of work. If the job is simple,

yet contains several units of work, present as much information as possible
in the task. Since tasks are designed to be wholly read at one time the ratio

of reading to working will usually be in favor of the working. Again, continual
understanding of the technician(s) performing the activity will help determine

the way in which a given procedure must be written.

5.2.8 Experimentation in immediate memory has indicated limits for the

number of callouts on the illustration and the number of words and steps in a
task. No more than seven callouts should be used in a pictorial, otherwise
search time and recall are affected. No more than twenty-five words total

should be included in a task. These words should be divided into a maximum
of three steps. The requirement is that no more than three thoughts per task

should be imposed upon the reader. The user should be able to read the task
once, store it in memory, and do the job without having to reread it. These
requirements result in higher speed of performance and a lower likelihood

of errors.

5.3 Preparation for Writing

5.3.1 Prior to writing, the planning input must be reviewed noting:

(a) What is to be accomplished.

(b) What specific steps are to be taken.

(c) Time-related tasks.

(d) Eqvipment configuratLon.

(e) Importance of Notes, Cautions, and Warnings.

Note: The remainder of this section presents EOD writing procedures.
definitions, and preparation requirements in. or for, Job Guide

f3rm.

5.4 Writing Preliminary Information
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5.4.1 Figure 4-6 is a sample of a typical Preliminary Information section.

It contains many types of information denoted by headings.

5.4.1.1 Hazardous Conditions Warning. As defined in paragraph 4.1.2,

certain hazardous conditions are possible by virtue of ordnance and fuze

similarities. An example of a proper warning is:

WARNING

Mk AA, Mod 2 Bombs can be equipped with a Mk xx

Proximity Fuze, a Mk y Anti-Disturbance Fuze, a Mk xz

Optical Fuze, or any combination of the three. Until

positive identification of fuzing is established, do NOT

approach the ordnance any closer than 300 YARDS; do

NOT approach the ordnance from or within 45

DEGREES of the nose; do NOT approach the ordnance

for 5 MINUTES.

5.4.1.2 Identification Data. Ider~if;c.kion ,iatprial must be prepa'ed to

display all pertinent characteristics of the ordnance or agent. Research and

analysis of the data base matrix shall be accomplished. This research will

display references to existing printed material covering common or similar

ordnance systems. This printed material shall serve as input data to the

Job Guide writer to enable him to construct the identifying text and

illustrations so as to prevent any confusion between common or similar

ordnance.

5.4.1.2.1 When preparing instructional text for the identification proce-

dures, extreme care must be exercised that assumptions on the part of EOD

personnel are not permitted. Under no circumstances shall the material be

prepared that can lead to incorrect decisions. All prepared material shall

be validated for accuracy, adequacy, and operational requirements by cogni-

zant EOD personnel.

5.4. 1.2.? Identification requirements versus environmental conditions.

Occasionally, the Job Guide writer must recognize the possibility of
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environment creating a constraint to the identification task. If, during

research, it is apparent that a marked similarity between ordnance is possible

and that under adverse conditions (environment, attitude of ordnance, etc.)

positive identification is difficult, or impossible, a statement to that effect

shall be made. This is best exemplified by the following precautionary

statement.

"The only identifying characteristic between the MK AA, Mod 3

bomb with an MK ab fuze and the MK AA, Mod 3 bomb with an

MK cd fuze is the fuze decal ', secured to the underside of

the main charge case. If the decal is not visible, the ordnance

shall be presumed to be the most hazardous of the two and

appropriate safety precautions observed. "

5.4. 1.2.3 The identification data shall include an illustration depicting all

identifiable characteristics of the ordnance. The illustration shall show all

pertinent dimensions, features and markings. It shall contain sufficient

nomenclature (callouts) to support the descriptive text.

Note: Callouts for the identification illustration are not subject to the limita-

tion of seven per figure. This is not to be construed as permission to

include extraneous nomenclature. This illustration is used as a

recognition tool and as such is not subject to memory load limitations.

5.4. 1.3 Devastative Power and Range Statement. A statement relating to

the power and range of the ordnance shall be included. The purpose of this

statement is to enable EOD personnel to evaluate personnel and equipment

evacuation requirements. An example of this statement is:

"Blast Effect: 500 yards, ordnance tragments- 7A yards"

5.4. 1.4 Special Tools, Equipment and Supplies Required. This section must

be prepared to display those logistic requirements necessary to perform th(-

Render Safe and Disposal Procedures. These logistic requirements are pro.-

icated on specific mission needs. These are exemplified by thu fact that

conditions will dictate the needs for tools, and supplies. When preparing th.



Job Guide, the writer must assume that under the most adverse conditions.

special tools, equipment and/or supplies will be required. On this basis,

these requirements must be listed, thus establishing the optimum tool comple-

ment for the mission. The planning function identifies the requirements for this

sub -section.

5.4.1.4.1 Speciai rools and Equipment

5.4. 1.4. 1.1 By definition, entries in this sub-section are those tools or

equipmert required for the Render Safe and Disposal Procedures which are

not normally part of the technician's tool complement. These tools and/or

equipment shall be listed as shown in Figure 4-7.

5.4. 1. 4.2 Supplies

5.4.1.4.2.1 Supplies are those (consumable) items which may not normally

be carried by the technician, yet do not qualify as spAcial tools or equipment.

The following is an example. Note that the example lists the name and

number.

Supplies: Safety Wire, MS20095CU

Sealant, MIL-S-8802

5.5 Writing Render Safe Procedures

5.5.1 Figure 4-7 is a sample of a typical Render Safe Pr. edures section.

This section relates to a specific EOI) mission activity. The necessity for

accuracy is of primary importance when preparing instructional data for this

section. As defined in paragraph 4-2, the section consists of numerous

types of instrucLional or reference data. By definition, entries in tnis

section are those required for the performance of the activity regardless

of the scope required to display the instructional material.

5.5, 1.1 Planning Render Safe Procedures. Planning the writing and

illustrating of these procedures is essential to ensure a complete set of

technical data within the Human--Factored boundaries outlined herein.

Because ordnance, by definition, is a grnss term encompassing a wide
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variety of types, models, features, and operational characteristics, the

%%riter must carefully address the scope of the activity and the psychological

constraints imposed by this specification. Close coordination with the data

base matrix, planning activitiesi and quality control procedures will assist in

the creation of an RSP baseline displaying the requirements and boundaries

for the specific procedure.

5.5.1.2 The output of the plannirng exercise, defined above, will normally

reveal the necessity to segment the procedures. This is accomplished by the

Job Guide writer, exercising the knowledge2 gained from ordnance research,

text and illhstration information requirements, writing style constraints
(outlined in paragraph 5. 7), and the referenced Human Factor boundaries. The

example shown in figure 4-7 displays how a normally lengthy procedure was

segmented.

5.5.1.3 The Render Safe procedures shall be prepared from the planning data

outputs and shall include:

(a) The proper use of Warnings, Cautionsand Notes.

(b) Positive identification of the ordnance sub-systems affected by the

procedure.

(c) Positive identificaticn of components and 'or end items affected by

the procedure. These components or end items fall into two

categcries:

(1) Those affected by, or effecting, the interruption of the firing

train.
(211 Tose that require handling, removal, etc., to gain access to

firing train components.

(d) All values and tolerauces critical or essential to the procedure.

(e) All steps, tasks, and functions necessary to perform the procedure.

This instructional material shall be prepared in accordance with

writing principles, outlined in paragraph 5.7.
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(f) Clear, concise illustrations necessary to perform the procedure.

Illustrative material shall be prepared in accordance with

illustration requirements, outlined in paragraph 7.2.

Note: The proper, most effective use of illustrations is a funda-

mental requirement; however, they are used as a means of

associating an item with an instructional piece of text. The

oniy exception to this rule is the use of schematics or

diagrams that display operational or functional signal flows.

The use of this type of illustration is permissible (and in

some instances, mandatory) if they are beneficial (or

critical) to the procedure.

5.6 Writing Disposal Procedures

5.6. 1 Figure 4-8 is a sample of a typical Disposal Procedures section. This

section, like the Render Safe Procedures section, relates to a specific EOD

mission activity. ii is iimpur ia,! for th Jcb Guide ".-riter to recogni-e thp

necessity of accurately preparing the material in tais section. Ordnance shall

be considered hazardous to personnel and equipment until all dangerous

elements associated with the ordnance or agent have been completely elimi-

nated by approved mei-s. The interruption of a firing train, the dismantling

of a fuze, etc. does not constitute any less hazard to the personnel until proper

and complete disposal procedures have been affected.

5.6. 1. 1 Planning Disposal Procedures. Planning the writing and illustrating

of these procedures is essentially the same as that required for the Render

Safe procedures. The primary difference lies in the knovlcdge the b -Slo ide

writer must have ,n this area of ordnance handling, transporting and basic

ordnance destruction methods. Obviously, the writer must understand the

scope of the activity, coordinate with the data base matrix and quality control

procedures to establish a Disposal Procedure baseline.

5.6.1.2 The outpdt of a planned Disposal Procedure will not normally reveal

the necessity to segment the procedures as a disposal activity, by nature, will
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not be as lengthy. If the procedure does require segmentation, the require-

ments of this specification shall apply.

5.6.1.3 The Disposal Procedures shall be prepared from the planning data

outputs and shall include:

(a) The proper use of Warnings, Cautions and Notes.

(b) Positive identification of the ordnance sub-systems affected by the

procedure.

(c) Positive identification of ordnance components and/or end items

affected by the procedure.

(d) Positive identification of destructive components and/or

mechanisms used to destroy, burn, cause explosion, etc., thus

causing the ordnance or agent to be considered harmless.

(e) All values and tolerances critical or essential to the procedure.

(f% All steps, tasks, nnd functions necessary to perform the procedure.

This instructional material shall be prepared in accordance with

writing principles, outlined in paragraph 5. 7.

(g) Clear, concise illustrations necessary to perform the procedure.

Illustrative material shall be prepared in accordance with illustra-

tion requirements, outlined in paragraph 7. 2.

5.7 Writing Principles

5. 7. 1 Writing Style. The following grammatical mood, person, and use of

modifiers shall be used in the p-reparation of EOD Job G;uides:

(a) Two combinations of person and mood are used: Second person

imperative for instructions, third person indicative for

description or discussion.

(b) Second person imperative mood is command langum.ge telling the

technician what to do (e. g,, Remove locking ring from arming

switch).
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(c) The third person indicative mood shall be used for description and
discussion. An example mightbe aNote which clarifies a given

point yet does not tell the technician specifically what to do. It is

simpler for the reader if a Note, Caution, or Warning does not

inherently contain instructional tasks, but only precautionary and

advisory information as to a condition which must exist prior to

or during the performance of the task which follows. Compound

sentences should be used only where it is necessary to explain Lo

the technician how something must be accomplished (as well as

what). For instance, "Hold and slide out of , or

"push and turn counterclockwise to disengage from___

(d) Modifiers shoulu not be employed if the pictorial can be used to

convey the same distinction as the modifier. This is consistent

with the concept of using pictures as a means of discriminating

and locating equipment.

(e) If necessary, simple modifiers may be used (e.g., fin no. 1 vs.

fin no. 3, etc.). To preserve simplicity of text, modifiers should

be as short as possible.

(f) Use verbs that describe the action, motion, or other characteristics

of the task whenever this adds to the information about how the task

is to be done (e.g.. twist, slide, pull, push, etc.).

5.7,2 Syntax

5.7.2.1 The sentence structure explained below is the standard for the EOD

Job Guide concept. It is treated in terms of its elements as well as its

structure. The elements of concern include: subject, verb, object, predi-

cate object, indirect object.

(a) Subject -- implicit only, except when more than one technician is

required.

(b) Verb -- using verb list, select the verb which best describes the

technician's behavior with respect to the object.
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(c) Object -- the specific equipment to which the technician's behavior

is directed.

(d) Predicate Object -- the term (or terms) which qualify the condition

of the object (seldom necessary).

(e) Indirect Object -- the location of the object (used only in unusual

casts where pictorials cannot better provide such information).

5.7.2.1.1 The order of these elements within sentences is:

1. Subject, 2. Verb, 3. Object, 4, Predicate Object, 5. Indirect

Object, or:

A. (you -- technician) B. do something, C. X to D. state or

condition Y.

An example would be:

(2) Set (c) RUD COMP switch to (d) OFF.

or

(1) (you--technician) (2) do something to (3) X at (5) location X,

e.g., (2) lower (3) bomb to ground.

or

(1) (you-technician) (2) do something to (3) X (4) in state or condition

Y at (5) location Z.

e.g., (2) Set (3) master switch to (4) NORM POSITION on (5) IFF

CONTROL PANEL.

When a special tool is used, tell the technician he needs it in the

following way:

1. Using, 2. tool name, 3. step statement, e.g.; (1) Using

(2) snap-ring pliers (3) extract type from bomb.

In the above examples, the subject is understood.

5. 7.3 Nomenclature
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5.7.3.1 Verbs. The verb list found in Section VI was compiled from

analyzing the materials to which technicians are exposed. Each action verb

from these materials which is a member of a synonym set has been given a

rank of preference. This ranking was accomplished by means of technician's

opinions. Whenever a verb is needed, this list must be used.

5.7.3.2 Nouns. Nouns are particularly important, both in terms of the need

for accuracy and consistency in names.

(a) If there is a name printed on the equipment or part, that name

should be used. If there is no name imprinted, call it by the name

assigned to it in the design process.

(b) Numerical tolerance information must be provided as the last

entry in the last step of a task. The primary reason for this is

that numerical information is easier to retain in immediate memory

if it is the last thing perceived. To further guarantee an under-

6.azding, the tolcrance ,ill be given in the illustration adjacent to

the applicable end item.

5.7.3 Writing Activities (Procedures)

5. 7.3. 1 After the writer has reviewed the output of the planning function, to

familiarize himself with the tasks required to perform the activity, he should

next determine where natural breaks occur in the activity. Breaks are of

three types: 1) accomplishment of a major disarm activity, 2) movement

to a different location, 3) movement within a location in both geometric

orientation and/or among hardware items involved. Such breaks establish

requirements for segmentation.

5.7.3.2 Continuity between illustrations must be used for each major seg-

ment. The pictorial used must show the item as the technician would see it.

If the transition from segment to segment is not obvious, it will be necessary

to include an explanatory note (i.e., view looking aft at fin assembly).
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5.7.3.3 Occasions arise when a task must be repeated. The basic approach

is to direct the technician to perform the task the first time it occurs and

thereafter to simply refer to the task. This requires a descriptive title for

the task, e. g. , safety arming pin, safety sensing arm, etc. The approach

also requires presentation of information concisely to facilitate retention.

However, there are conditions which must be met before the repeated task

approach can be used:

(a) The task must, in no way, involve danger to the technician or the

equipment.

(b) Sequence of steps (a maximunm of -4) within the task must not

change.

(c) The task must be repeated at least once.

(d) Not more than 4 tasks or 7 steps may intervene between presen-

tations of the task.

(e) If numerical references or tolerances are involved, they must be

repeated.

5.7.3.4 Level of Detail. Task is the basic unit of presentation in that it is

that set of information which the user will read immediately before

performing. A task is comprised of generally no more than three steps,

which is the lowest unit of instructional information. There may be cases

where four steps are included in a task, if the fourth step closes out a series

of related actions. No task can leave the user in an awkward or dangerous

situation. Definition of tasks and steps and examples of their usage appears

in paragraph 6.

6. DEFINITIONS

6. 1 EOD (Explosive Ordnance Disposal). A generic group of actions that are

performed by EOD personnel to assure that an incident involving ordnance is

rendered safe (e.g., identification of unknown ordnance, rendering safe of

ordnance, disposal of safetied ordnance).
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6.2 EOD Activity. A single EOD function applied to a specific item, group,

or system, (e.g., Render safe MK-180 bomb). EOD job guides pertain to

three activity types:

(a) Identification Procedures

(b) Render Safe Procedures

(c) Disposal Procedures

6.3 EOD Task. A group of related steps, generally consisting of, at most,

three steps that are performed during an ECD activity (e.g.: Remove clamp

screw. Slide clamp aft three inches. Remove clamp.)

6.3.1 Tasks shall be comprised of no more than three steps. This rule may

be excepted when three steps would leave the specialist in an awkward or

dangerous position.

6.3.1.1 Tasks shall not exceed twenty-five words.

6.3. 1.2 Tasks shall be presented in the second person imperative.

6.4 EOD Step. A single action that must be taken (e.g., Remove clamp

screw). In certain cases, a step may be comprised of a series of identical

actions (Remove three clamp screws.)

6.4. 1 Steps shall be short commands, exact, and to the point.
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SE('TI()N V

QUALIITY ('ONTR()I,/REVIEW

1. GEN ERA:I.

1. 1 Technical data (EOD Job Guides) prepared according io this specification

shall comply with Quality Assurance Provisions in accordance with WS12755.

For purposes o, complying with the modifications to specification WS 127a5

(directed by this document) the following quality control/review procedures

shall be affected.

Note: The following review criteria shall be used in conjunction with the

planning checklist, outlined in Section IV.

1. 1. 1 Major Areas of Review

(a) Completeness -- all input data from planner should appear in the
ect ivit v.

(b) Correctness -- all numerical values and equipment nomenclature

should appear as given by planner.

(c) Conformity -- all xriting should conform to the specifications

given in this document.

(d) Specific checks prior to final production of activity.

(e) Be sure all generally applicable Notes, Cautions, and Warnings

have been included and are correct.

(f) Be sure tasks have no mnere than :ý steps -and rre no 1onger than 25

words.

(g) Check that there are no more than 7 tasks per page.

(h) Check syntax is correct and preferred verb forms are used.

(i) There should be no more than 7 callouts on the illustration and

callouts should be short (three words maximum).
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(j) If assistants are used, check that the syntax is correct. That is,
"request the assistant 1

(k) Check each compound sentence and be sure that the compounding is

first necessary, and appropriate. Check that modifiers are really

required, and delete them if text illustration will be clear without

them.

(1) Check that all tolerances are correct in both text and illustration.

1.1.2 Activity Review

i. 1.2.1 Preliminary Information.

(a) Check that Hazardous Conditions warning (if applicable) is complete

and accurate.

(b) Check that all identifying characteristics are outlined and

illustrated.

(c) Check that Destructive Power/range statement (if applicable) is

entered and is correct.

(d) Check that Special Tools, Equipment and Supplies Required entired

are required and, if so, are correct.

1. 1. 2. 2 Render Safe Procedures

(a) Check that instructional text and supporting illustrations can

positively direct EOD personnel to render the ordnance safe.

(N) Check that a lengthy procedure, requiring segmentation, is properly

prepared, in that continuity between segments is maintained and text

is easily read.

(c) Check that there is no ambiguity in tUe text or illustrative matter.

(d) Check that the use of schematics and/or block diagrams is valid in

that other types of illustrations could have sufficed.
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1.1.2.3 Disposal irocedures.

(a) Check that instructional test r nd supporting illustrations can

positively direct EOD personnel to affecc the disposal procedure.

(b) Check that a lengthy procedure., requiritrg segmertation, is

properly pl-epared, in that continuitv between segments is main-

tained and text is easily read.

(c) Check that there is no ambiguity in the text or illustrative matter.
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SEc'rIN \1

VERB LIST

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 In the following list, each verb is defined in terms of or.e or mcre

meanings associatcd with explosive ordrance d'sposal (EOl)) activities. A

simple sentence has been provided for each usage. A number entry il the

preference rank columan indicates the standing of that verb compared to others

With ihe same or similar meaning (highest rank is 1). Any synonyms, with which

the verb -was rankedare listed, in terms of their own ranking. if a sy-nonyrm

holds first rank, it is underlined. Where necessary, special notes are also

included. Lower ranking verbs can be z.sed when the first-ranked verb is

particularly aw-ward or misleading in a given statement.
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